FA BR I C G LU E

make a mask with
ZE R O S EW ING

Disclaimer: This is not
a medical-grade mask.
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SUPPLIES:
Fabric / Elastic / Fabric glue

Washable, permanent fabric glue is recommended for best results.

STEPS:
1. Cut two 7.5 x 9” pieces of fabric
and two 7” pieces of elastic.
With one piece of fabric right
side up, place a dot of glue in
the corners ¼” from the long
edge. Secure ends of elastic to
short edge of fabric over the glue
dots. Make sure the elastic loops
are facing in toward the center
of fabric as shown. Let dry.
Tip: Use clips or pins to hold
elastic in place while glue dries.
2. Place a thin layer of glue on the
right-side of your first piece of
fabric around all edges, but leave
a 2” opening at the bottom.
Align with second piece of fabric,
keeping right-sides together,
and gently press along the
edges with your fingers to glue
together. Let dry completely.
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3. Once dry, turn right-side out.
4. Seal the opening with fabric
glue. Let dry and iron.
5. Create three ¼” accordion-style
pleats starting 1¾” from the top
edge of mask. To do this, fold top
edge of mask down 1¾” then back
on itself ¼”. Repeat folding from
the top edge of the first pleat’s
inner fold. Repeat once more,
folding from the top edge of the
second pleat’s inner fold.
6. Place glue inside the corners of
your pleats at the short edge
of fabric, and hold in place
with clips or pins. Let dry.
Tip: Fold and press pleats before
gluing for smoother finish.

Click HERE for more project ideas!
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

